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SUMMARY. Lim and Wolfe (1997, Bzometrzcs 53, 410-418) proposed rank-based multiple test procedures 
for identifying the dose levels that are more effective than the zero-dose control in randomized conlplete block 
designs when it can be assumed that the efficacy of the increasing dose levels is monotonically increasing 
up to a point, followed by a monotonic decrease. Modifications of the Lim-Wolfe tests are suggested that 
provide more practical and powerful alternatives. Two numerical examples are illustrated and the results of 
a Monte Carlo power study are presented. 
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1. Introduction both cases where the peak of the umbrella is known or un- 

In a dose-response study for drug development, several in- known. In Section 4, two numerical examples demonstrate the 

creasing dose levels of a certain drug are usually feasibility of the proposed tests. Finally, Section 5 reports the 

with the zero-dose control to assess the effect of the drug, results of a Monte Carlo simulation investigation of the rela- 

when experiment units are subject to relatively large vari- tive power performances of the competing tests for a variety 

ability, a randomized complete block design is often conducted umbrella-~atternedtreatment effects configurations. 

where experiment units are divided into more homogeneous 2. The House and Lim-Wolfe Tests 
blocks and the experiment units in each block are randomly Let Yz3 for i = 1 , .. . ,n ,  j = 0 , 1 , .. . , k be independent contin- 
assigned to receive the doses under study. If the experimenter uous random variables with the distribution function of YLJ 
has the prior information that increasing dose levels would given by F ( x  - Pi- Q J ) ,  where the Pz's are block effects that 
produce stronger or at  least equal treatment effects, House are not of direct interest and the QJ's are treatment effects. 
(1986) proposed a nonparametric testing procedure to find Suppose that the zero treatment ( i  = 0) is the zero-dose con- 
the lowest dose level for which the response is stochastically trol and the other k treatments correspond to increasing dose 
larger than that at the zero-dose control. However, it occurs levels. House (1986) discusses the problem of contrasting in- 
frequently that the dose-response relationship is anticipated creasing dose levels of a substance in a randomized complete 
to follow an umbrella pattern, monotonically increasing up block design. Let Rg:0, R J : l , .  . . , Rj:J be Friedman's (1937) av- 
to a point, follovted by a monotonic decrease. The point sep- erage ranks obtained from the previous j + 1 treatments and 
arating the dose-response relationship into two different or- 

set R?) < , . , 5 R(?) to be the isotonic regression estimators 
dering~ is referred to as the peak of the umbrella (Mack and J 

under the ordered restriction 81 5 . . . 5 Q3.Wolfe, 1981). Lim and Wolfe (1997) suggested multiple test- of Rg:lr  . . . , R ~ : ~  

ing procedures to determine the dose levels that are more Define 

effective than the zero-dose control for the umbrella-pattern 
dose-response relationship. They considered two cases. The 
peak-known test requires knowledge of the point where the where 5 = ( j  + l ) ( j  + 2)/12. Let &(n ,  j )  be the upper a t h  
dose-response pattern changes from increasing to decreasing. percentile of TJ. House (1986) then suggests, at  the first step, 
Their peak-unknown test has a cumbersome feature of requir- claiming Ok > O0 if Tk > G ( n ,  k); otherwise, stop the pro- 
ing the estimation of the unknown peak at each stage of the cedure and claim O j  = 00, j = 1 , .. . ,k. If the test based 
procedure. In this paper, we consider more convenient and on Ti, rejects, then proceed to claim Q k P l  > Qo if TkPl > 
practical alternatives to the Lim-Wolfe testing procedures. & (n,k - 1). Continue the procedure until it stops. If the test 

In Section 2, the House and Lim-Wolfe tests are briefly stops a t ,  say, the ( k  j" +2)th step where the first jC1 dose 
described. In Section 3, the Lim-Wolfe tests are shown to be levels are comparing with the zero-dose control, House then 
closed tests in the sense of Marcus, Peritz, and Gabriel (1976). concludes that j* is the lowest dose level such that 03' > 0,. 
Modifications of the Lim-Wolfe tests are then proposed for Note that, if ties occur within a block for the first j treat-
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ments and the control, the average ranks are used and the 
factor 4 is reduced by HJ ,  where any group of t tied ranks 
contributes (t3 t ) / ( l2 jn)  to HJ .  -

Lim and Wolfe (1997) consider identification of the dose 
levels that are more effective than the zero-dose control under 
umbrella-patterned treatment effects in a randomized com- 
plete block design. When the umbrella peak p among k groups 
is known a priori, they first find the isotonic regression estima- 

tors R?! 5 , , , 5 R ~ A2 . , , 2 R ~ Lof the Friedman's (1937) 

avelage ranks R?!, . . . ,R?: under the umbrella-pattern re- 
s t~ict ionO1 .< . . .  < Op ) . . .  > Ok. Let t,(n, k;p)  be the 
uppel a t h  percentiles of the null distribution of 

Lim and Wolfe then suggest claiming Qp > Qo if ) 

t, (n, k; p);  otherwise, stop the procedure and claim O3 = 80, 
j = 1, . . . ,k. If the test based on Tk,p rejects, then they delete 
the pth treatment and apply the Friedman's ranking scheme 
on the remaining observations in the k - 1 treatments and 
the control to obtain the average ranks. Assuming that the 
peak of the umbrella is currently known at  u among the k 1-

groups, they further find the isotonic regression estimators 
under the appropriate umbrella-pattern restriction with peak 
at u. After computing the statistic TkPl:, in the same way, 

-Lim and Wolfe claim 8, > O0 if Tk- l :u  > t, (n,  k 1; u) .  
Continue the procedure until it stops. Suppose that s and r 
are the lowest and highest dose levels that are significantly 
better than the control. Lim and Wolfe then conclude that 
Q3 > 00, j = s, .  . . , r .  Note that, at  a certain stage where k1 
(<k) treatments relabeled from 1 to k1 with known peak at  
q (excluding the significant treatment levels) are compared 
with the control, the test statistic would be 

Also note that, when p = k, the Lim-Wolfe peak-known test 
is identical to House's (1986) test. Moreover, to use the test, 
experimenters must specify clearly the umbrella peak at each 
stage of the procedure, which, however, does not occur very 
often in practical situations. 

For the case with unknown umbrella peak, Lim and Wolfe 
(1997) estimate the unknown peak as p, which satisfies 

when there are k' treatments remaining to be compared with 
the control. They then suggest implementing the testing 
scheme for the peak-known setting based on the statistics 

comparing with the critical value t a (n ,  kl), the upper a t h  per- 
centile of the null distribution of ~ ~ 1 : ~ .Note that, if there are 
treatments tied for having the minimum Qt,  let x be the set 
of groups tied for the minimum Q t .  Lim and Wolfe (1997) 
then take the value of Tkttpto be the average of the Tki:J's 
for those j in the set X. In addition, to utilize the Lim-Wolfe 

peak-unknown test, experimenters need to estimate the un- 
known peak based on the statistics Qt at  each stage of the 
procedure, which requires considerable computational effort. 

3. Modifications of the Lim-Wolfe Procedures 

The problem of determining the dose levels that are more 
effective than the zero-dose control in an umbrella-pattern 
dose-response relationship can be formulated as a sequence 
of hypothesis testing problems as follows: 

versus 

HI"'") : (Qo.< O1 5 . . .  < < 0, and 

Q, > Q,,, 2 . . . 2 Q, 2 0,) (3.1) 

for u .< v = 1 , 2 , .. . ,k. If u* and v" are the smallest u and 

largest v ,  respectively, for which H t ' " )  is rejected, then we 
claim OJ > 00, j = u*, . . . ,v x .  

Note that the family of null hypotheses Ho = { H ~ ' " ) )is 

closed under intersection in the sense that He '" )  E Ho and 

Hg'"') E Ho imply H?'") " He""') E HO. According to 
Marcus et al. (1976), a level-a closed procedure that includes 

separate level-a tests of individual applied in a step- 
down manner can be employed to determine the dose levels 
that are more effective than the zero-dose control. Note that 
the closed testing scheme strongly controls the familywise er- 
ror rate (FWE), which is the probability that at least one 

true H:'~) is rejected. Also note that the Lim-Wolfe (1997) 
procedures starting with u = v = p or p are closed testing 
procedures for Ho. In this section, however, we propose differ- 
ent closed testing procedures for comparing umbrella-pattern 
treatment effects with a control in a randomized complete 
block design. 

When the peak of the umbrella is known as p, we claim at 
the first step Qp > Qo if Tk:, 2 ta (n ,  k;p);  otherwise, stop the 
procedure and claim QJ = Q O ,  j = 1 , .. . ,k. However, if the 
test based on Tk:p rejects, we suggest using House's (1986) 
procedure separately for comparing the two different groups of 
treatments { I , .  . . , p  - 1) and {p + 1 , . . . ,k) with the control 
for identifying the lowest and highest dose levels that are more 
effective than the zero-dose control. Note that the modified 
Lim-Wolfe peak-known test is equivalent to House's test when 
p = k and can be regarded as an extension of Chen's (1993) 
test to randomized complete block designs. 

For the unknown-peak setting, we suggest estimating the 
unknown umbrella peak among the k treatments based on 
the statistics Qt ,  say $, and test for HP") based on Tk:p. If 
fk:p> &(n,  k), then proceed using House's (1986) multiple 
procedure for comparing treatments (1 , .  . . ,p - 1) and (6 + 
1 , . . . k), respectively, with the control to identify the dose 
levels that are more effective than the zero-dose control. 

To appreciate why the Lim-Wolfe (1997) tests need to 
be modified, note that the modified Lim-Wolfe peak-known 
test specifies only the peak of the umbrella among the k 
treatments, which is of more practical use than the original 
Lim-Wolfe peak-known test. Moreover, the modified Lim-
Wolfe peak-unknown test estimates only the unknown um-
brella peak among the k treatments at the first step, saving 
considerable computational work, especially when k is large. 
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Table 2 
Estimated pou'ers for k = 4 and n = 10 at a = 0.05 

LW (p) A'ILFV (p) L\V (P) kILW (P) 

Normal Distribution 
~ 3 0  0.244 0.244 
TJO 0.571 0.571 
7 ~ 2 0  0.246 0.257 
7i30 0.602 0.602 
7i20 0.203 0.203 
~ 3 0  0.610 0.610 
7 i ~ o  0.867 0.867 
?r lo  0.233 0.246 
~ 1 0  0.610 0.648 
7 ~ 3 0  0.880 0.880 

Exponential Distribution 

7 ~ 3 0  0.387 0.387 

? r ~ o  0.778 0.778 

7 ~ 2 0  0.394 0.411 

7iyo 0.772 0.772 

7 ~ 2 0  0.356 0.356 

? r ~ o  0.811 0.811 

~ - 1 0  0.961 0.961 

?r lo  0.360 0.366 

?r20 0.806 0.846 

7iyo 0.959 0.959 


5. Monte Carlo Study 

We conducted a Monte Carlo study to examine the relative 
power performances of the original Lim-Wolfe tests, LVtT(p) 
and L\V(fi), and the modified Lim-Wolfe tests, ML\V(p) and 
hILW(p), for identifying the dose levels that are more effec- 
tive than the zero-dose control in an umbrella-pattern dose 
response relationship with known or unknown umbrella peak 
in a randomized block design. The study was performed for 
comparing k = 4 treatments with a zero-dose control, with 
n = 10 blocks in each case, and for a variety of patterns of 
treatment effects. 

For each of these settings, appropriate normal and exponen- 
tial deviates were derived by the IMSL routines RNNOR and 
RNEXP, respectively. The normal distributions under consid- 
eration have the 'unit variance but different means, and the 
exponential distributions have various location parameters 
with the commoil unit scale parameter. The designated al- 
ternative configurations correspond to values of QIo = 8, - Qo, 

L = 1 , 2 , .. . , k .  The pairwise powers (the probability of declar- 
ing the zth treatment better than the control), denoted by ~ , o ,  
are simulated. In each case, we used 10,000 replications in ob- 
taining the various power estimates. The simulated pairwise 
power estimates for the four tests are presented in Table 2. 

We observe from Table 2 that the powers of the peak- 
known tests LW(p) and MLW(p) are the same for comparing 
ordered treatment effects with the control. This is not sur-
prising since both tests are equivalent to House's (1986) test 
for the monotonic dose-response relationship. Moreover, for 
comparing umbrella-pattern treatment effects with the con- 
trol, the tests LW(p) and MLW(p) have the same power for 
the peak group-control comparison. For the detection of ef- 
fects at the remaining treatments excluding the peak group, 

however, the hILW(p) test is more powerful than the LW(p) 
test. The simulation results also indicate that the power of 
the SILW(6) test is, in general, higher than that of the L\V(p) 
test for comparing umbrella-pattern treatment effects with 
the control. 

In conclusion, the use of the modified Lim-Wolfe (1997) 
tests are recommended for identifying the dose levels that are 
more effective than the zero-dose control in randomized block 
designs for two reasons. First, the modified peak-known test is 
of more practical use and the modified peak-unknown test is 
more convenient to implement than the corresponding original 
Lim-Wolfe tests. Second, the modified tests have better power 
performances than their respective original tests. 

The author wishes to thank the editor, associate editor, and 
two referees for their useful suggestions and comments, which 
lead to an improved presentation of the results. 

Lim et Wolfe (1997, Bzometrics 53, 410-418) ont proposi! 
des procBdures de tests multiples des rangs afin d'identifier 
les niveaux de doses les plus efficaces par rapport B la dose 
zkro de controle dans des dispositifs en blocs complets ran- 
domisks lorsque l'on peut considkrer que l'efficacitk des doses 
croissantes augmente de fason rnonotone jusqu'a un certain 
niveau, suivi d'une d6croissance monotone. Des modifications 
des tests de Lim-Wolfe (1997) sont proposkes, qui fournissent 
des solutions plus pratiques et plus puissantes. Deux exem- 
ples nu~nkriques illustrent la mkthode et les rksultats d'une 
ktude de puissance par des simulations de Monte-Carlo sont 
prksentks. 
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